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E D ITO R’S I N T ROD UC T I ON
the purpose of life

Ralph Waldo Emerson wrote, “The purpose of life is not to be happy. It is to
be useful, to be honorable, to be compassionate, to have it make some difference that you have lived and lived well.”
Does that seem challenging to you? It does to me. It’s often really hard
to step up and make a difference. More often than not, it will involve some
discomfort, and we can expect our lives will sometimes need to deviate from
the course we’ve planned. But history is full of men and women who stepped
up, sacrificed, and played their part in making a difference—and who were
changed for the better and were happier for it.
Take the apostle Paul. He probably didn’t own a house or lands or livestock.
He didn’t have a wife or children. He had no stable income or paid vacations.
He suffered almost unbelievable persecutions,1 and he spent his final days in
a foreign dungeon. But his letters are peppered through with words like “joy,”
“rejoice,” “gladness,” and “cheer.”
The Bible says, “God planned for us to do good things and to live as he has
always wanted us to live. That’s why he sent Christ to make us what we are.”2
Whenever we serve others in any way, we’re actually serving God and fulfilling
one of His purposes for us—living our destiny.
The British poet David Whyte put it like this: “When people struggle
through the weeds, pull back the moss, and read the inscription on my
tombstone, I don’t want it to say: ‘He made his car payments.’” Neither do I.
We were made for more than that. God used Paul, and He can use you and
me to make a difference.
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THE
UMBRELLA

By Roald Watterson

The air was heavy with
impending rain as I made
my way on foot through
Chiba, Japan. As I glanced at

the low gray clouds, I chided myself
for not bringing an umbrella. It
seemed that in a minute or two the
heavens would burst open, but two
minutes came and went.
I was waiting at a railroad crossing
when my luck ran out. Suddenly,
huge drops cascaded from the sky,
and I heard the sound of umbrellas
clicking open all around me. The
electronic display announced that
the barrier would remain down to
allow three trains to cross. I would be
standing in the rain for at least five
minutes.
I decided I wouldn’t let it faze me.
After all, this wasn’t the first time
that I found myself caught in the
rain unprepared.
Then a woman walked up and
stood next to me. There was nothing

show them a touch of God’s love,
striking about her, and I wouldn’t
as that woman did for me that day.
have paid much attention to her if
And whenever I’m tempted with the
it hadn’t been for what happened
thought that there’s really no point
next. As she stood alongside me, she
in showing kindness to strangers,
quietly held her umbrella over both
I find good reason in the memory
of us, shielding me from the rain.
of the kind woman who
I was startled out of my
shared her umbrella
pretended indifference
with me.
and thanked her.
Remember there’s no such
More imporShe smiled but
thing as a small act of
tantly, I realize
didn’t say
kindness. Every act creates
that each
a word. I
a ripple with no logical end.
extra step,
wondered
—Scott Adams (b. 1957)
kind deed,
what else to
and loving
say. But as
word I say may seem small, but it can
we stood there waiting for the trains
open a world of kindness for people
to pass, I realized I didn’t have to say
who cross my path. You think not?
anything. She was one of those peoWell, I’m sure that woman has long
ple who don’t give a second thought
forgotten the kindness she showed a
to the acts of kindness they perform.
wet teenager years ago—but I haven’t.
We crossed the tracks together, then
went our separate ways.
Like everyone else’s, my life is
Roald Watterson is an
filled with little opportunities to
editor and content
do something to help others and
developer. ■
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By Peter Amsterdam

GOD’S
LOVE FOR
HUMANKIND
God’s unconditional
love has no bounds, is

unchanging and without limitations. It is given freely, no matter
what. Each of us has sinned, and
sin brings separation from God.
Nevertheless, God loves us. It
doesn’t mean He loves all that we
do, but He loves us. In fact, He
loves humanity so much that He
made it possible for the breach
caused by our sins and wrongdoing
to be bridged through the sacrificial death of His Son, Jesus. “You
see, at just the right time, when we
were still powerless, Christ died
for the ungodly. God demonstrates
1. Romans 5:6,8 NIV
2. See Matthew 22:37–40.
3. See Matthew 5:16.
4. See http://www.turnbacktogod.com
/story-unconditional-love.
5. 1 John 3:16 NLT
6. James 1:27 NLT
7. Our Daily Bread, February 6. From a
sermon by Dennis Davidson, Authentic
Faith Works, October 26, 2009
8. The Purpose Driven Life (Grand Rapids,
MI: Zondervan, 2002), 126
4

his own love for us in this: While
we were still sinners, Christ died
for us.”1
God loves us not because of who
we are but because of who He is. In
fact, He doesn’t just love you and me
and other Christians who appreciate
the great sacrifice He made in giving
His only Son to die for us, but He
loves every single person in the whole
world equally and unconditionally. Even if someone has never
heard of God, even if someone says
they hate Him, He still loves that
person unconditionally. God’s love is
unfathomable. It is perfect.
Every person is precious to God,
regardless of age, race, nationality,
physical appearance, economic
status, religious belief, political
affiliation, or sexual orientation. We
may not like every person’s beliefs,

lifestyle, or choices. We may not
agree with their political or other
opinions. They may live without
regard to God’s moral standards; they
may live lives of grave sin—but no
matter what their state, God loves
them.
Jesus said that the two most
important commandments are to
love God and to love others,2 and
we are told to let our light shine, so
that others may see our good works
and glorify God.3 This call to action
shows that God intends for us to

interact with others in a manner
that reflects Him, to treat others
with love, compassion, and mercy,
as He does. This often requires some
sacrifice. But when you think about
Jesus’ sacrifice for us, there really is
no comparison.
The story has been told of a little
girl named Liz who was suffering
from a rare and serious disease. Her
only chance of recovery appeared to
be a blood transfusion from her fiveyear-old brother, who had survived
the same disease and developed the
antibodies needed to combat the
illness.

The doctor explained the situation to her little brother, and asked
the little boy if he would be willing
to give his blood to his sister. He
hesitated only for a moment before
taking a deep breath and saying,
“Yes, I’ll do it to save her.”
As the transfusion progressed,
he lay in bed next to his sister and
smiled, as all did, seeing the color
returning to her cheeks. Then his
face grew pale and his smile faded.
He looked up at the doctor and
asked with a trembling voice, “Will I
start to die right away?”
The little boy had misunderstood
the doctor; he thought he was going
to have to give his sister all of his
blood in order to save her.4
What a tender and beautiful
example of love! The Bible says, “We
know what real love is because Jesus
gave up his life for us. So we also
ought to give up our lives for our
brothers and sisters.”5
The apostle James wrote that the
true practice of faith consists of both
outward and inward action. Outward
toward others in practical ways, and
inward through devotion to God.
He said: “Pure and genuine religion
in the sight of God the Father means

caring for orphans and widows in
their distress and refusing to let the
world corrupt you.”6
In his book Well Done, Dave
Thomas said, “Roll-up-your-shirtsleeves Christians see Christianity as
faith and action. They still make the
time to talk with God through prayer,
[they] study Scripture with devotion,
[they are] super-active in their church
and take their ministry to others to
spread the Good Word.”7
As Rick Warren said in The Purpose
Driven Life, “In heaven God won’t
say, ‘Tell me about your career, your
bank account, and your hobbies.’
Instead he will review how you
treated others, particularly those in
need.”8
Jesus set the example of the
“roll-up-your-shirt-sleeves” concept.
He constantly showed love to others.
He felt compassion for those in need
and was moved to loving action. He
was merciful. He showed kindness.
He fed the hungry and healed the
afflicted. He fought against evil and
unrighteousness.
Let’s do what we can to be tangible
examples of God’s love for humanity,
by sharing Him and His love with
those in need—spiritually, through
introducing them to Jesus, and practically, through ministering to their
other needs.
Peter Amsterdam and his wife,
Maria Fontaine, are directors
of the Family International, a
Christian community of faith.
Adapted from the original
article. ■
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By Tina Kapp

Mahatma Gandhi once
said, “The world provides enough

for every man’s need but not for
every man’s greed.” It’s easy to say
things like, “The rich should really
give to the poor and solve world
hunger!” However, when the giving
strikes closer to home, it can be
tougher than we think.
I once had a watch that I thought
was seriously cool. It was a boy’s
watch, but I didn’t mind; it had all
the dials and gadgets you could want.
My younger brother was crazy about
my watch and asked if he could have
it. I told him I couldn’t possibly part
with such amazingness and left it
at that. Shortly after, my treasured
watch met with an accident and
1. NIV
6

TO GIVE OR

broke. That’s when I realized how
silly it was that I’d missed the opportunity to give it to my little brother,
who was so much more important
to me than that watch ever could be.
It might not have lasted him forever
either, but at least he would have
enjoyed it for a while. And more than
the watch, the meaning behind my
giving him something special would
have stuck with him so much longer.
I try to remember that incident
whenever I’m tempted to be selfish
with my things or start to prize them
too highly. It’s great to have nice
things and groovy gadgets. These
days, the “must-have” gadgets are
endless—from smartphones, iPads,
laptops, and gaming equipment
down to 3D home TVs! If you have
some of these nice things and enjoy

them and they help you with your
work or studies and are also a fun
source of entertainment, technology
can be great. But it’s good to step
back sometimes and imagine what
it would be like if one day all those
things instantly disappeared. After
your initial withdrawal symptoms,
you’d realize that life goes on
without an abundance of material
things. What matters most are our
loved ones—our friends and family
members. Sometimes we can forget
this truth, and that’s when we tend to
act selfishly.
The act of giving not only helps
those we give to, but us as well.
Luke 6:38 says, “Give, and it will be
given to you.”1 Sometimes what you
get back will be something tangible,
but more often than not, what you

NOT TO GIVE
receive in return is the satisfaction
that you did something good. Have
you ever given someone something
they really needed or wanted and
watched their face light up? It’s an
amazing feeling!
An old American movie from the
1930s called The Man Who Played
God is about a wealthy concert pianist who lost his hearing in a bomb
explosion. He finally got through
his depression when he learned how
to read lips. He’d watch people in
Central Park (New York City), where
they’d talk about their problems and
troubles, and he’d do what he could
to solve their problems anonymously.
I think it would be amazing to do
something like that, to know what
other people need and be able to
secretly give it to them.

Then again, that’s when the
crunch comes. It’s easy for me to
think that if I had a million dollars,
I’d love to give it away to good causes,
or to ponder all the great things I’d
do for my family with money like
that; but when it comes to giving
away a small portion of my free time
or doing a favor that costs me in the
here and now, that’s where the true
essence of giving really kicks in.
I have a very personal description
of what having a truly giving heart
means. It means not only doing
visible works to help the poor or
disadvantaged, but also being there
for others to lend a helping hand. It’s
giving sacrificially and not asking for
or expecting favors in return. It’s not
having a personal agenda. The love
and kindness of people with giving

hearts are obvious in their actions,
and their lives are examples of cheerful and selfless giving.
I’d love to be remembered as someone like that! Sure, we all have bouts
of selfishness, and human nature tends
to take the path of least resistance,
but being generous is something to
strive for. Sometimes giving can be as
simple as a sincere compliment, a hug,
or a word of appreciation. It can also
be giving your favorite gizmo to your
little brother or sister when it would
mean the world to them.
Tina Kapp is a dancer, presenter,
and freelance writer in
South Africa. She runs an
entertainment company that
helps raise funds for charity
and missionary projects. ■
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I love biographies. Historical movies, books,

and even web posts are a great way to get a bird’s-eye
view of a life. Through their commendable or detestable examples, we have the benefit of seeing how a life
develops and how it ends—either in fame, shame, or
maybe obscurity. Sometimes the plot goes places that no
fiction writer would dare go.
One such example is Lilias Trotter (1853–1928).
When I saw a recent documentary of her life entitled
Many Beautiful Things, I was touched by her dedication
and commitment to stay true to her convictions. She
turned down fame and success as a renowned artist
to live a life of relative obscurity, spending 40 years in
Algeria helping women learn a skill that would enable
them to have a better life. She didn’t bury her creative
talents, because her art blossomed while she was in
Algeria, but she wasn’t doing it for her own glory or the
way that some of the art experts of her day wanted her
to. Lilias created art because she loved observing nature
and people, and she wanted to share that passion with
others.

THREE
LIVES

By Curtis Peter van Gorder

1. Matthew 6:19–21 NLT
2. http://elixirmime.com
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Her diaries are full of illustrations and notes of what
she learned from people and nature: “The daisies have
been reading me a faith lesson,” and “The milky looking
glacier torrent spoke with God’s voice.” Lilias’ writings
show that she was enthralled with the adventure of living,
learning, and adapting to a new culture and language.
She loved what she was doing. Her final statement was, “I
was more alive and had more joy and more creativity and
richness than if I had stayed in London.”
God had called her to do something hard in leaving
her comfort zone, but she reveled in the adventure of it
all. Her impact isn’t only measured in her art, but also
in the ripple effects on the women’s lives she touched.
Sometimes it seemed that she was just pouring water onto
the dry sand without seeing any fruit. But in the desert,
there are underground rivers of water. Trees tap into this
resource by growing their roots deep. Lilias was like that
tree, with faith that ran deep.
Lilias’ art remained mostly buried in the basements
of private collections and museums until art historians
recently brought her life to light. But if success is counted

in lives changed and improved circumstances for others,
Lilias Trotter was eminently successful, and the impact
she had is still being felt today.
In stark contrast was another docudrama I saw called
Narcos, about the life of Pablo Escobar (1949–1993), the
Colombian cocaine baron and narco-terrorist. Although
he was the wealthiest criminal in history, with an
estimated worth of 55 billion dollars (in today’s value), he
was a pauper spiritually. Like Jesus said, “Don’t store up
treasures here on earth, where moths eat them and rust
destroys them, and where thieves break in and steal. Store
your treasures in heaven, where moths and rust cannot
destroy, and thieves do not break in and steal. Wherever
your treasure is, there the desires of your heart will also
be.”1
The futility of Pablo Escobar’s riches can be vividly
seen in the fact that 10% of all his cash was eaten by
rodents and written off as spoilage. When he was hiding
from law enforcement, he burned stacks of bills just to
keep warm, and in the end, his wealth was turned over to
the Colombian government.

Besides the futility of his wealth, consider the death
and destruction that Escobar left in his wake. Thousands
died in the mayhem, and during his reign as “King of
Coke,” Colombia was dubbed the murder capital of the
world. The negative impact of those lives lost and ruined
is incalculable.
But even here, there is a ray of hope. Pablo’s son, Juan
Pablo Escobar Henao, has tried to reach out to the victims
of his father’s rage through a documentary film, as well as
personally. He has apologized on behalf of his father to the
Colombian people and any who have suffered from the
sins of his father. Instead of throwing fuel on the fire and
seeking revenge, Pablo’s son seeks to follow God’s admonitions to seek reconciliation through forgiveness from those
we have wronged and to forgive those who have wronged
us.
Three very different life stories and three legacies. How
will we play our role, and what legacy will we leave?
Curtis Peter van Gorder is a scriptwriter and
mime artist 2 in Germany. ■
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By Mara Hodler

HOW CAN
I MAKE A
DIFFERENCE?
Whenever I log in to
Facebook or load a news
website —or when I glance at the

1. Matthew 25:40 CEV
2. www.just1thing.com
10

newsrack at the checkout—it seems
there are always some really ugly
things going on, and I find myself
oscillating between anger and despair.
As I scroll through my social
media feeds, there are comments like,
“This is so sad!” or “I hate that this is
happening!” While I agree with those
statements, I can’t help but feel that
they’re a bit useless. How does saying
that we dislike catastrophic issues
help the people whose lives are being
turned upside down because of them?
But what can I do? Do I pack
up a large first-aid kid and head off
to a war zone? Do I open my home
to homeless families? Do I put up a
video on YouTube exposing the nastiness of bullying? How can I actually
make a difference?
I think this is sort of a universal
question that mankind has been asking for millennia now: What are we
supposed to do about all the horrible
stuff that happens in the world?

One person can make a difference, and everyone should try.
—John F. Kennedy (1917–1963)
If you cannot feed a hundred people, feed one.—Mother Teresa (1910–1997)
We can change the world and make it a better place. It is in our hands to make
a difference.—Nelson Mandela (1918–2013)
I just wish people would realize that anything is possible if you try. Dreams are
made if people try.—Terry Fox (1958–1981)
It’s amazing what God can do with what seems so small; like you and I!
—John M. Sheehan

Some people take the approach of
not knowing and not caring. They
don’t follow the news; they block
out all the problems and loop the
“Everything is Awesome” song track
through their head all day long.
Others figure that it’s a dog-eatdog world out there, and it’s okay to
trample on someone else, because if
you don’t, they may trample on you.
There are also people who just
conclude, in despair, that it’s all a
waste of time. This life is misery.
Why try to help anyone? It won’t
make any difference.
I’ve given this a lot of thought
of late, as it’s something I have to
make peace with. I don’t want to live
in fear, ignorance, and depression
regarding the world and where it’s
headed.
So in my seeking, I looked to
the life of Jesus. In ancient Palestine
where He lived, there were plenty of
problems, many of them the same
problems we face today—poverty,
sickness, suffering, oppression,
cruelty, and indifference.

Jesus responded by helping those
around Him each and every day.
He healed, encouraged, blessed, and
made whole. In turn those blessed,
healed people went out and spread
the joy, the good news, and the
blessing. And those they blessed and
encouraged probably turned around
and did the same for someone else.
And this ripple effect of Jesus’ life
continues today.
Even if you can’t change everything, then at least do something. Be
kind. Be a light. Be a bright spot in a
dark world. Keep caring.
Treat each person you interact
with every day as an opportunity to
share something beautiful. Talk to
the cashier, smile at the other parents
picking up their kids from school,
thank the teacher, the policeman, the
mailman, or the server. Be gracious
with the homeless lady on the street
corner.
And go a step further by being
generous as well. Imagine how different a place the world would be if
each person was like that.

Neither you nor I may be able to
make a difference to the whole world,
but we can make a huge difference in
the little bit of world that surrounds
us. When we’re kind to someone,
and they turn around and are kind to
the next person, the ripples of those
actions can reach around the world!
So my conclusion is that while there
may be problems in the world that I
cannot do much about, there’s usually
someone or something right in front
of me that needs my help. There, I can
make a difference, and I will try my
best to keep being someone who cares.
When I can help in a big way, I will
help in a big way. When I can help in
a small way, I will help in a small way.
And regardless of how I help, I will
remember Jesus’ words: “Whenever
you did it for any of my people, no
matter how unimportant they seemed,
you did it for me.”1
This article was adapted from
a podcast on Just1Thing, 2 a
Christian character-building
website for young people. ■
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BE
LIKE
TIP

By Chris Mizrany

In his book describing
years of veterinary work
in the harsh Yorkshire
Dales of England, James

Herriot tells the story of Tip, a
sheepdog at a local farm. He first
encountered Tip one freezing
morning, when he walked up to
the farmhouse door, looking for the
owner. Suddenly, from under a pile
of snow at the foot of the door, Tip
emerged, cheery and full of excitement. James was shocked, and later
asked the farmer why the old dog
was left outside.
“He’s not left there,” explained
the farmer. “We’ve tried all sorts of
things to get him to stay in the barn
with the other dogs, but he wants to
sleep outside our door.”
What dedication, loyalty, integrity,
and faithfulness Tip had! Old and
ragged though he might be, he
remained true, preferring to stay in
1. Psalm 15:4 NLT
12

the cold by his master’s door than
sleep in the comfort of a distant barn.
The Bible commends those who
“keep their promises even when it
hurts.”1 As Christians, we’re called to
fulfill our promises, both to others
and to God. Part of that is doing
what we know is right, even if it’s
hard. And to be willing to give up
a few comforts for the sake of our
physical and spiritual goals.
James Herriot describes how, as he
left the farm that cold morning, he
looked back at faithful Tip, standing
right by his master’s side. Whatever
the circumstances, Tip’s joy was to
serve his master. May we all have
equal joy in our daily living—for
whether it is mundane or exciting,
through it we can serve and glorify
our Master.
Chris Mizrany is a web
designer, photographer, and
missionary with Helping Hand
in Cape Town, South Africa. ■

“Stand still”—keep the posture of
an upright man, ready for action,
expecting further orders, cheerfully and patiently awaiting the
directing voice; and it will not be
long before God shall say to you,
as distinctly as Moses said it to the
people of Israel, “Go forward.”
—Charles Spurgeon (1834–1892)
♦
Never forget that you are one of
a kind. Never forget that if there
weren’t any need for you in all
your uniqueness to be on this
earth, you wouldn’t be here in the
first place. And never forget, no
matter how overwhelming life’s
challenges and problems seem to
be, that one person can make a
difference in the world. In fact, it is
always because of one person that
all the changes that matter in the
world come about. So be that one
person.
—Richard Buckminster Fuller
(1895–1983)

By Anna Perlini

WEDNESDAY
MEETINGS

You wouldn’t think he was
speaking to a gathering of
elderly people, some in wheel-

chairs, some unable to talk, others
afflicted by dementia or Alzheimer’s.
His hands gesticulating in the air,
his voice passionately describing some
deep concept, then the blackboard
and the chalk: “Who can tell me what
peace means? You, Alberto, yes, tell
me and I’ll write it down. Wonderful!
Come on, everyone, we’ll send this to
the local newspaper!”
Ferruccio had already been working for years in this home for the
elderly when I first met him. He was
in charge of recreational activities, but
basically he was a motivator, especially for anyone who had a chance to
see him in action.
Passion, empathy, encouragement,
care, and respect till the end—these
are some of the values he embodied
till the day he retired, just a few
months ago. I learned so much from
his example, the way he spoke. No
matter how in a hurry he was, he
always stopped to answer anyone

1. http://www.perunmondomigliore.org

calling him from a distant wheelchair
or stooped down to wipe spilled
food. He placed enormous value on
the individual.
Every Wednesday, he would
gather a group of senior citizens
together and discuss current events.
Then the group would write letters
to local politicians and officials or
the children at the village school or
a group of Bosnian refugees. Like
magic, he was able to pull words
from the most seemingly uninterested old man and steal a smile
from the woman in a wheelchair
who had suffered a stroke
and couldn’t talk anymore
but had so much to say, all
trapped inside.
During what became
known as “Wednesday
Meetings,” much was said,
discussed, proposed. The
participants wrote a book
dedicated to the town, and
even the local press often
reported on their discussion
topics.
I learned the importance
of creating an environment for

elderly people to open up. They need
someone to take a few moments
and truly engage. They need eye
contact. They need a smile. They need
someone who remembers their name
and who shows genuine interest.
Anna Perlini is a cofounder of
Per un Mondo Migliore,1 a humanitarian organization active in
the Balkans since 1995. ■

When it’s over, I want to say:
all my life
I was a bride married to amazement.
I was the bridegroom, taking the
world into my arms.
When it is over, I don’t want to
wonder
if I have made of my life something
particular, and real.
I don’t want to find myself sighing
and frightened,
or full of argument.
I don’t want to end up simply
having visited this world.
—Mary Oliver (1935–2019)
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A FRUITFUL
REFLECTION
By Dina Ellens

My ten-year-old granddaughter and I had a lot
of fun the other day, talking

about fruit. We had just read the
verses in Revelation 22 about the
tree of life that bears 12 different
kinds of fruit: “The angel showed me
the river of the water of life, bright
as crystal, flowing from the throne
of God and of the Lamb through the
middle of the street of the city; also,
on either side of the river, the tree
of life with its twelve kinds of fruit,
yielding its fruit each month.”1
We tried to imagine what fruits
those would be—of course, all our
favorites would have to be there!
1. Revelation 22:1–2 ESV
2. See Genesis 2:9.
14

We laughed, thinking how amazing
the tree of life must be—growing
coconuts, apples, peaches, mangoes,
and papayas on the same branches!
It’s so wonderful, I thought, how
God gives us glimpses of heaven to look
forward to.
“Are there any other Bible verses
about the tree of life?” Emily asked.
Inspired by her question, we did
a Bible search and found quite a few
verses about the tree of life. Not only
is it mentioned in Revelation, the last
book of the Bible, it’s also mentioned
in Genesis, the first. In Genesis, the
tree of life is in the Garden of Eden,
along with the tree of the knowledge
of good and evil.2
The Bible contains many encouraging verses about heaven. There’s really

a lot to look forward to! Heavenly
rewards may mean something different
to each of us—to Emily, it means getting to eat her favorite fruit whenever
she wants—but God has promised
those special rewards to every person
who knows Jesus as the Savior!
Although we face tough times
in our Christian life—after all,
God has called us to be fighters and
conquerors—He’s also given us many
encouraging promises about the
rewards and blessings that await us.
Dina Ellens taught school
in Southeast Asia for over 25
years. Although retired, she
remains active in volunteer
work, as well as pursuing her
interest in writing. ■

If you haven’t yet received Jesus,
you can do so now by praying the
following:
Jesus, please forgive me for all my sins.
I believe that You gave Your life for me.
I open the door of my heart and ask You
to please come in and give me Your
gift of eternal life with You in
heaven. Amen.

YOUR LITTLE LIGHT
By Marie Alvero

I love reading invigorating stories of people
who have started NGOs,

founded orphanages, adopted
foster kids, created fair-trade
organizations, or pulled off some
other world-changing feat. But as
inspiring as these people are, most
of us aren’t called to that kind of
mission. We’re in one place, woven
through a family and a community,
living pretty low-key lives. Let me
share with you three things that
have helped my family learn to
love and serve our community in
the midst of our ordinary everyday
lives.
1) Say yes to serving
This could be in your church
or your kids’ school, or for your
neighbor, or anywhere there is a need
that you can fill. And you can be
sure that there is a need that you can
fill. We learned that when we started

serving in our church. We started by
giving an hour or so of our time, but
as we saw more needs that we could
fill, we said yes. This serving enables
us to give back to our community,
and we’re blessed by the friendships
this builds and strengthens.
2) Let go of perfection
Do you love to entertain, but only
when you’ve had the time to clean
your house, plan a gourmet meal,
and cut fresh flowers for the table?
I’ve learned that availability is the
first step in hospitality. Welcoming
people into your home is so often the
start of and the fuel for a friendship.
I will open the door to my house for
you no matter what it looks like, and
I will share whatever I have in my
kitchen with you. I’ve become quite
comfortable sharing my imperfection, and have found that this makes
it easier for others to respond in
kind.

3) Choose relationship over
convenience
Like everyone else, sometimes I
want to be done with people. There’s
almost nothing I like more than my
bed and a good TV show, with no one
to bug me. But later today, I’m going
to go to the kitchen and bake some
cookies, because my husband invited
people over to watch a football game.
And in the years ahead, I know we’ll
remember getting together with our
loved ones with far more fondness
than I will recall the TV shows I
watched in my PJs.
Your light might not be huge, but it
will shine bright as you open your life to
those around you and serve them with
warmth and joy. Just like Jesus did.
Marie Alvero is a former missionary to Africa and Mexico. She
currently lives a happy, busy life
with her husband and children
in Central Texas, USA. ■
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From Jesus with Love

IMPERFECT
AND
BLESSED
Don’t allow yourself to feel sad or
discouraged about your imperfections,
because you will never be perfect.
Instead, be thankful that I am here to
help you and support you. Then you
won’t be tempted to feel bad when you
stumble or fall along the way.
Look to Me for the strength and
endurance you need. Come to Me for
the answers and guidance that you
need. Bring your burdens to Me and
I will help you carry them. Give Me
your worries and fears, and I will give
you My peace that passes all understanding. Bring whatever is a source of
despair or discouragement or remorse
to Me and tell Me about it, so you
don’t carry it in your own strength. Lay
all these burdens at My feet, and let
My love heal and restore you.
As you bring each worry, fear, or trouble to Me, I will give you guidance. As
you keep your thoughts on Me, I will
fill you with My perfect peace and give
you strength to carry on.

